
5 Reasons to Become  
a Happy Cow Host

We’re building a milk factory in a box! This clever little 
machine, which is about the size of a domestic dishwasher, 
delivers fresh, delicious milk direct from the farm to the 
consumer - with zero packaging.

Your school can be part of our mission to create kinder,  
fairer, greener dairy by hosting a Happy Cow Milk dispenser 
at your school.

 
Here’s 5 reasons why being a Happy Cow Host is a good move.
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Plastic-free school

 

 

If there’s anyone who knows how bad 
plastic is for our environment, it’s kids. 
Schools are doing a great job of raising 
the next generation of environmentally 
conscious citizens. Help put that passion 
into practice by removing plastic milk 
bottles from your school.
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Happier Cows

  Happy Cow Milk puts more money for 
every litre into the farmers’ hands. In 
return, the farmers can work towards 
shifting their practices to the Happy 
Cow Way, which means leaving calves 
with their mothers until they are  
naturally weaned.
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Happier planet

  The Happy Cow way is less intensive. 
It means fewer cows, fewer antibiotics, 
responsible winter grazing, regular crop 
rotation and protected waterways.  
By giving farmers more income, we 
make it economically feasible for 
farmers to take these steps towards a 
happier planet.
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Always-on fundraiser

 

 

School fundraising is hard work! For tea-
chers, administrators and also parents. 
As a host, you earn 50c for every litre 
sold. An average school of 500 pupils 
can earn $12,000 a year by selling milk 
to just 25% of families. You don’t have 
to do anything but provide the space 
and encourage families who drink milk 
to buy from the school. What would 
your school do with an extra $12,000-
$30,000 each year? Imagine the op-
portunities that would open up for your 
students.
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Plastic-free community

 

 

Did you know that the average 
household goes through 0.6 litres of 
milk each day – families with children 
consume much more. If you saved five 
milk bottles a week for every family in  
your community, that makes a big 
difference over the course of  
a year. 

As a bonus, Happy Cow Milk is working with  
Enviroschools to offer on-farm learning  
opportunities for your Enviroleaders.

Sign up here to register your interest  
in becoming a Happy Cow Host.

https://mailchi.mp/happycowmilk/school-sign-up

